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Product designer who fuses background in human-centered design + engineering + psychology to lead 
teams from discovering insights to developing delightfully impactful solutions & experiences.

Education
Stanford University: B.S. Product Design (June ‘19 graduation)
Design & entrepreneurship track of ME program with concentrations in needfinding / ethnographic research 
methods, analytical product design, human factors, product management, and creative leadership.

Design Work
Founder & Lead Designer [Chameleon Design Firm LLC] (March ‘16  -  June ‘19)
Spearheaded a team of 5 product designers working on a dozen industrial design & branding consulting 
projects for other companies. Also launched & sold two original product lines under the Chameleon brand:

Stikato (U.S. Patent Pending) / Invented world’s first music stand that sticks to any surface, helping musicians 
practice with good posture on-the-go. Fully funded on Kickstarter, manufactured in an Oakland-based factory, 
and shipped product to 6 countries (both D2C - website + Amazon, and B2B - partners include The Royal 
Academy of Music, Netherlands Flute Academy, and more).

Diya / Factory-manufactured, environmentally-conscious designer lamp collection inspired by Indian mythology 
& constructed from laser-cut bamboo + 3D-printed components. Distributed through Chameleon website.

Product Design + Operations Intern [Lumo Bodytech] (June - Sep ‘17)
Multi-avenue experience developing motion-science sensors & digital coaching experiences to solve back pain 
and improve running form. Designing factory-grade testing rigs, RMA analysis of defective hardware, CAD 
modeling (Fusion 360, Solidworks), app UI / UX design, software engineering (Swift), marketing design & 
analytics, B2B development & market research.

Select Personal Projects

Violin
Internationally recognized violinist who has performed in 11 different countries as a member of the National 
Youth Orchestra of the USA. Professional recording artist with over 600,000 streams on YouTube & Spotify.

Writing
Creative Current / Published book on ideation strategies to help others unlock their creative potential, 
distributed through Amazon.

Puff [U.S. Patent Pending] (2019) / Soft goods project: Designed and manufactured an interactive plush toy for 
toddlers that parents can remotely activate from any distance and inflate in size, “filling with love” and boosting 
children’s independence. Capstone project, inspired from insights studying children who use wheelchairs.
Cheerleader (2018) / Designed a mobile + web interface that helps patients with chronic illnesses optimize the 
completion of outpatient treatments by auto-outsourcing tasks to the patient’s community of caregivers.
Stradavinci (2018) / Developed functional prototype of intelligent prosthetic arm that enables a user to operate 
a string instrument bow in 3 degrees-of-freedom by flexing their toes.
Beatclipse (2017) / Fabricated a “solar-system themed” interactive loveseat with embedded pulse sensors 
that physically transforms into an eclipse when two users have matching heart rates.
Vibraflow (2016) / Manufactured a series of modular, fully-customizable 3D-printed electric violin designs.

Founder & Creative Director [NYO-U] (March ‘16 - present)
Partnered with Carnegie Hall to design & launch an non-profit digital platform of “mini-masterclass” 
instructional videos on musical topics. Leading joint music education initiatives with Khan Academy, the 
Kronos Quartet, & NPR’s From the Top.


